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Two of the fundamental assumptions used in contemporary tight-binding models for
calculating the energies of deep defect levels in semiconductors are examined through
comparison with a general model that avoids these assumptions.
It is found that these
assumptions are likely to invalidate the chemical trends predicted by the tight-binding
models for the ordering of the impurity energy levels with atomic potentials.

In recent years, the defect Green's-function
method' has been implemented in both a complex
but precise self-consistent pseudopotential formalIsm, ' and In a simplified tight-binding (TB)
to study the electronic structure of
scheme,
deep defect levels in semiconductors.
By virtue of
its simplicity and ease of application, the TB approach has been used to study a large number of
systems, including not only defects in bulk solids '
but also defects at free surfaces and superlattices.
These applications have often produced a very interesting organization of the experimental data on
defect energy levels in terms of simple semiclassical coordlnatcs sUch Rs atomic 1onlzation cncrgics
and electronegativity differences. ' Among others,
one of the most intriguing regularities suggested by
these models is the TB pinning phenomena: As
the on-site central-cell defect potential perturbation
b, V becomes increasingly large (e.g. , more positive
for the repulsive defects discussed here) the gapstate defect levels c;(hV) will saturate [e.g.,
Be;(hV)/Bb, V=O] at a value c'„( ao ) characteristic
of the energy of the host vacancy (u); all of the
repulsive (0& A V& co ) impurity levels e; would
then lie below e„, i.e., be "pinned" to it. Although
not supported by existing experimental data, this
pinning idea has found wide applications in discussions of various interesting chemical trends.
To achieve computational simplicity, a number
of well-known approximations have been applied to
thc TB model. Thcsc werc amply d1scusscd 1n thc
hterature (e.g. , Refs. 10 and 11}and are often
shwvn to lead to some uncertainties in the absolute
values of thc prcd1ctcd cncrg1cs. Here %c Rddlcss
two different tacit assumptions which pertain to
the predicted chemical trends (i.e., variation of cal-

'

culated energies with chemical coordinates of the
defect) rather than absolute energies:
(i) Irrespective of the strength of the central-cell
potential 5 V, the localized defect wave functions
g;(r ) are expanded by a small and fixed number
M of (extended) Bloch bands PJ(k, r), i.e.,
M

j=&

k

The number M is limited inherently by the underlying TB construction to R maximum of MTg =8
(Refs. 6, 8, and 9} or Mril —10 (Ref. 7). It is not
related to the chemical identity of the impurity.
(ii) The central-cell defect potential b, V, as sampled by the underlying basis orbitals I a) I is assumed to be "on site, i.e., it does not couple to the
nearest-neighbor (or more distant) host atoms. In
other words, if the basis I a }' I is anchored to
atomic sltcs, the pcrtUIbat1on IQRtfix AV~p 1s assuIQcd to bc diagonal.
The conventional TB model itself does not provide ally s1111plc Internal IIlcaIIS of cxa1111ng tllc
physical validity of these two assumptions.
In this
report we examine the physical consequences of
these two approximations using a general defect
Green's-function approach recently developed. Because neither of the approximations are required by
this model, it provides a means of examining their
cffccts. It 18 demonstrated that a IIlodcl fIec of assumptions (i) and (ii) does not support the chemical
trends predicted by the TB model.
In the TB Green's-function approach to deep defects one first obtains the band structure of the
host crystal by fitting the lowest MTII bands to a
local pseudopotential band structure (e.g., that of
Ref. 12). One then proceeds to express the Green's
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function matrix and the diagonal potential matrix
in terms of these MTB bands and solves for the defect energies e;(hV, MTB) and wave functions
I(;(h, V, Mrs) in the standard Slater-Koster
fashion.
The defect wave function is hence
spectrally constructed from host band wave functions extending up to the energy e,„,(MTB) of the
highest (MTBth) host band included. The cutoff
energy e«, (MTB) does not correspond to any physically special host energy. In general, however, for
defect state 1(; belonging to the ith representation
of the system's point group (e.g. , a tz representation for acceptors), all host states IPJ(k, r) j containing the ith character (for t2 states the ( =1, 2,
3, 4, . . . or p, d,
g, . . . partial waves) could be
coupled by the appropriate component of the perturbation potential hV. The TB model, limited inherently to small values of MTa, forces the defect
wave functions to be spectrally described by a narrow range of host states, irrespective of the chemical characteristics of the impurity (reflected in the
radius and depth of b, V).
Rather than limit ourselves to the lowest
MTa( =8 10) bands, we solve here for e;(6 V, M)
as a function of M MTB using precisely the same
host crystal pseudopotential band structure as inputed in most TB calculations. For each perturbation b, V, the cutoff energy e,„,(M) is hence increased until further coupling of host states of the
appropriate symmetry does not change the defect
energy. The silicon host band structure is calculated self-consistently from a local pseudopotential,
using a basis of 189 plane waves at I" and an additional 200 plane waves via a second-order perturbation theory. The i =t2 representation of these
band wave functions is projected out and used
directly to calculate the acceptor wave function
and energy. To simplify our presentation we use a
particularly simple form for the defect perturbation potential 5 V in the shape of a repulsive (i.e. ,
acceptorlike) square well with radius Ro and height
Vo. This choice incorporates the two basic physi-

f,

—
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cal coordinates of a realistic defect potential: its
"atomic size" Ro and "atomic ionization energy"
Vo. This simple choice will suffice for our illustration: We will indicate below the similarity of
the results to those obtained by using for 6 V( r ) a
self-consistent pseudopotential.
The value (and
range) of Vo, hence, takes the role of "p-like" perSince the
turbation potentials in TB models.
ionization energy of levels inside a square-well potential is monotonic with Vo, variations in Vo are
directly mapped into variations in the p-like impur-

ity ionization energy used in TB models. The perturbation 6 V is not restricted to couple only impurity orbitals. The wave function of the t2 acceptor gap state is then expanded in the standard
Green's function approach by a dual representation
consisting of local (impurity-anchored)
orbitals
and, independently, by the unperturbed host wave
functions.
SuKcient local orbitals are included in
the first expansion to make it converged for all
perturbations 5 V(r) considered (15 radial
Coulomb orbitals for each of the p, d,
and g
waves are used). All energy levels are converged to
a precision better than 0.05 eV. One now asks how
many bands M are required in the complementary
expansion in terms of host wave functions such
that the variation of e; with b, V= I VO, RO[ be
reproduced with physically relevant precision (say,
a tenth or two of the host energy band gap).
Figure 1 shows the energy of the i =t2 gap level
e,
V, M) in silicon as a function of the number

f,

(I

M of host bands included in the wave-function expansion. We use a range of repulsive square-well
defect potentials Vo and a radius Ro —
2. 2 a.u. , i.e.,
the Si covalent radius. The most striking result of
this calculation is that the error in the defect ener-
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FIG. 1. Convergence of the t2 acceptor level in silicon with respect to the number of host crystal bands
used in the expansion of the defect's wave function.
The substitutional acceptorlike defect potential is
modeled by a repulsive square well with a radius
2. 2 a.u. and a height Vo. The host is modeled by a
Ro —
self-consistent local pseudopotential band structure (used
in a fitted form in TB defect calculations). The errors
made by including only 8 —10 bands in the wavefunction expansion (Refs. 6 —
9) are indicated with vertical arrows; they are indicated as a fraction of the host
band gap E~. VBM and CBM denote the valence-band
maximum and conduction-band minimum, respectively.
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a.u. (half a Si —Si bond length), one finds from
Fig. 2 that the known unrelaxed Si vacancy tz en0.7 eV (Refs. 3 and 4) is mapped" into
ergy e2 —
the square-well model by taking Vo ' —
2. 375 Ry.
One hence finds that an impurity with radius
=3 R. U. &0 w111 have its energy level e&
above eq (e.g., e& —1 eV for Vo" =0.875 Ry) even if
its potential amplitude Vo" is smaller than Vo '.
Hence, a large size impurity atom having a shallow
potential well can form acceptor levels above the
host vacancy level, if the host atom is sufficiently
small. This clearly does not support the TB notion
that "weaker" impurities will have their energy
pinned below that of the "stronger" impurities.
The physical reason behind this observation is
simple: in the TB model the defect is characterized by a single variable; the difference
A V~@ —
V —Vpp between diagonal TB matrix elements of the impurity and the host atom being replaced. Except in the work of Ref. 8, the diagonal
elements V«and V~p are not fixed uniquely by
the fitting procedure of the band structure since
the latter is invariant (up to a constant related to
the host's work function ) under constant changes
in I V;; I. In a more complete model, however, the
perturbing potential is characterized by a continuous function b, V(r) and a complete basis set
relevant characteristics of
I a) I. The physically
b, V( r ) are then reflected in two coordinates rather
than one: the radius Ro and the potential strength
Vo. [This information is contained in the matrix
representation (a b, V( r ) P) if the basis I a ) I is
complete in the domain of EV(r), but not if it is
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